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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which are the correct statements about the collection of
FusionAccess system logs? (Multiple choice)
A. Linux system logs are generally in the /var/log directory
B. Can collect GuessDB database service check log and database
running log
C. You can log in to the Linux system infrastructure virtual
machine through SSH as user gandalf, and then copy the
component logs to the local
D. You can log in to the user virtual machine through SSH to
collect logs
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the range of VLAN [Ds that users can use?

A. 1-4094
B. 0-4095
C. 1-4096
D. 0-4096
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Due from bank balances are used to:
A. Protect stored data
B. Restrict physical access to cardholder
C. Facilitate the transfer of funds and to use as compensation
for correspondent banking services
D. Ensure liquid reserves
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Drag and drop the method for refreshing BGP prefixes on the
left to the corresponding description on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
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